There is a gap between the necessary and sufficient conditions for almost global consensus optimization in multiagent networks over various Riemannian manifolds. On spheres and most Stiefel manifolds, almost global convergence can be achieved by a gradient descent flow based algorithm that is undemanding in terms of computation and sensing compared to the state-of-the-art algorithms. A bold interpretation of the necessary conditions suggests that such consensus seeking gradient descent flows on the boundaries of high-dimensional convex sets may also converge almost globally for all connected graph topologies. We provide a sufficient condition for almost global consensus on analytic hypersurfaces in terms of their geometry. This condition holds only if the hypersurface is the boundary of a convex set. We verify that the condition is satisfied on some ellipsoids.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consensus on nonlinear spaces is of interest in many application areas including robotics [1] , flocking [2] , opinion dynamics [3] , machine learning [4] , and quantum synchronization [5] . The problem of almost global consensus on nonlinear spaces is interesting from a applied point of view since it makes the probability of reaching consensus from a random initial condition independent of the number of agents. It is also interesting from a theoretical perspective since the global geometry and topology is what differentiates a Riemannian manifold M from Euclidean spaces R m . This paper explores how a consensus seeking gradient descent flow algorithm being almost globally convergent depends on the geometry and topology of the manifold it evolves on.
Consider the basic consensus seeking gradient descent flow of a quadratic disagreement function on a manifold M [6] . The consensus manifold C is almost globally asymptotically stable (AGAS) for all connected networks over spheres of dimension n ≥ 2. There is hence at least one AGAS consensus protocol on the boundary of every compact starshaped set for n ≥ 2, obtained by projecting the protocol on the corresponding n-sphere. A necessary condition states that C cannot be AGAS if M is simply connected [7] . Since the boundary of any compact convex set of dimension n in R m is homeomorphic to the n-sphere in R n+1 , the boundaries of compact convex sets are simply connected for n ≥ 2. Moreover, the boundary of any compact convex set can be described as a hypersurface in R n+1 .
One might wonder if the basic consensus seeking algorithm renders C to be AGAS for all connected networks over a hypersurface M. For technical reasons we limit consideration to closed analytic hypersurfaces, i.e., hypersurfaces that
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J. Markdahl is with the Luxembourg Centre for Systems Biomedicine, University of Luxembourg, Belval, Luxembourg markdahl@kth.se are analytic, compact and without boundaries. This paper provides a sufficient condition for C to be AGAS on such hypersurfaces. The condition can only be satisfied if the hypersurface is the boundary of a convex set. However, because the condition is based on a quadratic Taylor expansion of the disagreement function that gives the distance to C, it cannot be used for manifolds on which the quadratic term vanishes. The question concerning the boundary of any convex set hence remains unresolved. Previous research into this topic has resulted in three classes of algorithms: (i) potential shaping, which is based on a special design of the disagreement function [8] , (ii) estimator variable consensus algorithms for switched and directed graphs [6] , [9] , [10] , and most recently (iii) gradient descent flows that are AGAS for manifolds with special geometry [11] , [12] . Our algorithm belongs to the third class. Compared to (i) it does not require ad-hoc control design and parameter tuning. Compared to (ii), there is a difference in terms of the amount of computation, sensing and communication that is required. Estimator variable algorithms only requires sensing of the main agent state x i ∈ R n+1 over a digraph D. However they also require communication of estimator variables y i ∈ R n+1 over the undirected graph G corresponding to D. By contrast, the algorithm of this paper only requires sensing of x i over G.
Note that there are currently no algorithms belonging to class (i) and (ii) on general hypersurfaces. There is however another algorithm on hypersurfaces [13] . This algorithm is rather similar to the one presented here, although it is based on a characterization of the hypersurface as the solution set of a conserved quantity rather than the geometric notion of a flow along the tangent space. It is somewhat more restricted in terms of the hypersurfaces it can be applied to. Our main focus is on our gradient descent flow algorithm, but we also show that the algortihm of [13] renders C to be AGAS on all connected networks over ellipsoids. Previous stability results for the algorithm [13] is limited to specific graphs.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Hypersurfaces
Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold. The set M is a real, smooth manifold and the metric tensor g x is an inner product on the tangent space T x M at x. Let M be embedded in an ambient Euclidean space, M ⊂ R n . Take g to be the standard Euclidean inner product g x (y, z) = y, z = y ⊤ z.
Define the gradient of f on M as Π∇f , where Π : R n → T x M is an orthogonal projection onto the tangent space of M and ∇ is the usual gradient operator on R n .
The boundary ∂S of any compact convex set S ⊂ R m , dim ∂S = n < m, can be transformed into a hypersurface in R n+1 by a change of coordinates. For technical reasons we focus on closed analytic hypersurfaces. A closed analytic hypersurface M ⊂ R n+1 can without loss of generality be characterized as a set on the form
where c : R n+1 → R is an analytic function. The Jordan-Brouwer theorem implies that M separates the set on which c is positive from the set on which c is negative [14] . One of the sets is bounded while the other is unbounded. If the gradient ∇c(y) is considered as a vector located at y, then it points towards the region on which c is positive. There is no loss of generality in assuming that this is the set which is unbounded.
A hypersurface M is called singular if ∇c(y) = 0 for some y ∈ M. Assume that M is nonsingular. Let 
B. Almost global asymptotic stability
A set is defined to be AGAS if it is Lyapunov stable and almost all system trajectories converge to it:
Definition 1 (AGAS): A Lyapunov stable equilibrium set S of a dynamical systemẋ = f (x) on a Riemannian manifold (M, g), where M ⊂ R n+1 , is said to be AGAS if lim x→∞ x(t) ∈ S for all x(0) ∈ M\N , where N has Riemannian measure zero.
III. DISTRIBUTED CONTROL DESIGN
We use a graph G = (V, E) to model interactions between agents. Each node i ∈ V corresponds to an agent and each edge {i, j} ∈ E corresponds to a pair of communicating agents. The graph is assumed to be connected. Items associated with agent i carry the subindex i; we denote the state of agent i by x i ∈ M, the normal of M at x i by n i , the projection onto the tangent space of M at x i by Π i , the neighbor set of agent i by N i = {j ∈ V | {i, j} ∈ E}, the Euclidean gradient of V with respect to x i by ∇ i V etc. We call x = (x i ) N i=1 ∈ M N a configuration of agents. Consider a dynamical system defined on M N . The dynamics of agent i could e.g., bė
where u i ∈ T i M is the control signal. Another option iṡ
where u i ∈ R n+1 and n i = n(x i ) is introduced for the sake of notational convenience. Note that the right-hand sides of (1) and (2) belong to T x i M. Suppose that x i (0) ∈ M, that u i is Lipschitz, and that M is a C 2 manifold. Then
The input model (1) corresponds to a situation where the constraint x i ∈ M is adopted to accomplish a task whereas the model (2) refers to the case where the mechanical design of a systems constrains it to only be actuated in a certain fashion. An example of (1) is a team of satellites in orbit; they could leave the orbit if so desired. Examples of (2) include camera sensor networks where each camera is mounted on a spherical joint. The orientation of camera i is always some x i ∈ S 2 regardless of the control input.
The goal of consensus seeking systems is for the agents to asymptotically approach the consensus manifold
The set C is a manifold C ≃ M by the diffeomorphism
If the agents are satellites in orbit that satisfy x i ∈ S 2 , then this would be interpreted as all N agents meeting up at one point. If the agents are rigid bodies whose pointing direction (reduced attitude) is modeled as x i ∈ S 2 , then a consensus implies that all N bodies are pointing in the same direction.
As a measure of the distance to consensus, consider the disagreement function V : M N → R given by
where a ij ∈ [0, ∞). Clearly, V = 0 if and only if x = (x i ) N i=1 ∈ C, i.e., no disagreement. The consensus seeking algorithm that we study in this paper is the gradient descent flow of (4). The gradient of V on M is given by
We are now ready to state the main algorithm of this paper. This algorithm previously appears in [6] , although their focus is limited to the case when the norm of the states are constant, x i = k, i.e., the case when M is a sphere. Moreover, they only show local stability results.
Algorithm 2: The consensus seeking gradient descent flow on M is given bẏ
Suppose that M is closed, then the solution (5) is unique and exists for all t ∈ R [15] . There is another algorithm for consensus on hypersurfaces in the literature: [13] ): The consensus seeking algorithm on M is given bẏ
To briefly compare Algorithm 2 and 3, note that Algorithm 2 requires that ∇c(x) 0 on M whereas Algorithm ?? also requires x, ∇c(x) 0. The two algorithms are identical when ∇c(x) = kx for some k ∈ R, i.e., when M is S n . Indeed, both algorithms are conceived of as generalizations of a consensus algorithm on the n-sphere [16] , [17] . In general, it is more difficult to establish convergence of Algorithm 3 since it is not a gradient descent flow. This paper mainly concerns Algorithm 2, but we will return to Algorithm 3 in Section VI to prove that it renders C to be AGAS on all ellipsoids.
IV. ALMOST GLOBAL ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY
The main result of this paper states that for any closed, analytic manifold that satisfies a geometric condition, the consensus manifold C is an AGAS equilibrium manifold of the gradient descent flow (5) . In the derivation of the main result, the condition appears as an expression which relates the relative information x j − x i for any {i, j} ∈ E at an equilibria of the system to some geometric quantities evaluated at x i and x j . However, it is difficult to say which pairs of points can be equilibria and which cannot. As such, we make the conservative requirement that the condition is satisfied at any pair of points y and z on the manifold.
Let Q denote the set of all equilibria of the gradient descent flow (5) that does not belong to the consensus manifold C given by (3) . Most of this section is concerned with establishing that each equilibria in Q is unstable; a result which is summarized in Proposition 8. This leads us to sufficient conditions for C to be an AGAS set of equilibria of the gradient descent flow (5) . Before that we establish Proposition 4 which shows that the consensus manifold C given by (3) is asymptotically stable as a set. Note that Proposition 4 only requires M to be a closed analytic manifold, i.e., a compact analytic manifold without boundary.
A. Local stability
Proposition 4: Let M ⊂ R m be a closed analytic Riemannian manifold. The consensus manifold
Proof: The potential function of a gradient descent flow decreases with time,
Since V ≥ 0 with V = 0 if and only if x ∈ C, we can take V as a Lyapunov function and conclude that C is stable.
Since M is closed, the gradient descent flow converges to a connected component of the set of critical points of V [18] . By (7) , any sublevel set of V is forward invariant. Moreover, all sublevel sets contain C. If there is an open sublevel set of V which does not intersect Q, then there is an open neighborhood of C from which x converges to C.
Since V is analytic it satisfies the Łojasiewicz inequality on Riemannian manifolds [19] . For every x ∈ C there is an open ball B(x), an α < 1, and a k > 0 such that
has a subsequence which converges to some y ∈ M. Moreover, V (y) = 0 whereby y ∈ C. For each ε > 0 there must be a z(ε) ∈ Q (an element of the subsequence) such that y − z(ε) < ε. This contradicts Q ∩ B(y) = ∅. Hence q > 0 and all trajectories that start in the level set {x ∈ M | V (x) < q} converges to C.
This result is similar to Proposition 7 in [6] . Note however that our proof of local stability only makes use of the properties of gradient descent flows of analytic function on closed manifolds. To show that C is AGAS we also need to consider the geometry and topology of M. In particular, C is not an AGAS equilibrium manifold of (5) if M is a multiply connected hypersurface such as a circle or a torus [7] . The sufficient condition for AGAS established in this paper places requirements on M that exclude such cases.
B. Proof sketch
Since the proof of the main result is somewhat long, we start with a brief sketch. First, we need two definitions.
Definition 5: Let Σ be a dynamical system on S ⊂ R n+1 whose solution Φ(t; x), Φ(0; x) = x exists for all t ∈ R and all x ∈ S. The system Σ is said to be pointwise convergent if for each x ∈ S there is exactly one ω-limit point To prove the main result, we first observe that for pointwise convergent systems, any set of exponentially unstable equilibria have a region of attraction with Riemannian measure zero [20] . The system (5) is pointwise convergent due to being a gradient descent flow of an analytic function on an analytic manifold [21] . The problem has hence been reduced to showing that all equilibria besides those belonging to the consensus manifold are exponentially unstable. It then follows that the union of the regions of attraction over all equilibria not in C has Riemannian measure zero.
Because our system is a gradient descent flow of the potential function V , it converges to the critical points of an optimization problem of V over M N . The linearization matrix L(x) of the gradient descent flow (5) is the negative Hessian matrix −H(x) of V . We study the spectrum of L(x) using the Rayleigh quotient. After some algebraic manipulations, we find a lower bound for the largest eigenvalue that is related to the geometric condition which we imposed on all pairs of points on the manifold. We show that for the geometric condition to hold, M must be the boundary of a convex set. We also establish that c being a strongly convex function which satisfies some additional requirements suffices for the geometric condition to hold.
C. Positive eigenvalues
Let L(x) ∈ R N (n+1)×N (n+1) denote the linearization matrix of the gradient descent flow (5) at the point x ∈ M N . Our aim is to show that the eigenvalues of L(x) are positive for all equilibria x C. Note that L(x) is related to the Hessian matrix H(x) ∈ R N n×N n of V as L(x) = −H(x) [18] . Our approach to establish that the eigenvalues of the linearized system leads to an algebraic condition on the geometry of the manifold. We state this condition separately: {i,j}∈E
We will analyze (5) in an optimization framework, making use of the associated techniques and terminology. Our approach is based on the Lagrange conditions for optimality in equality constrained nonlinear programming [22] . Introduce the Lagrangian L : M N × R → R given by
The optimal solutions to (8) are critical points of L. The critical points of L are exactly the eigenvalues of (5). Calculate the Euclidean gradient of L,
The Hessian of L with respect to x i , x k is a N (n + 1) × N (n + 1) block matrix ∇ 2 L, with the ki block given by
The nullspace ker ∇c i of the constraint gradients is the image set of the symmetric matrix Z i = I n+1 − n i n ⊤ i , where n i = n(x i ) and n is the Gauss map. Let Z denote the blockdiagonal matrix with Z i as the ii block. Form the matrix H(x) = Z∇ 2 LZ whose ki block is
where we used that Z 2 i = Z i , which follows from Z i being a projection matrix.
Let TM N denote the tangent bundle of M N ,
The matrix H(x) is the Riemannian Hessian operator H(x)
:
. It also appears in the necessary second order optimality conditions for equality constrained problems, with H(x) being positive semi-definite on TM N if x is an optimal solution to (8) that satisfies some additional requirements [22] . Let L(x) = −H(x) be the linearization matrix of the gradient descent flow [18] . Note that L is symmetric wherefore its field of values
Let α(x) denote the spectral abscissa of L(x),
Since L(x) is symmetric, α(x) equals the largest eigenvalue of L(x). It is bounded below as α(x) ≥ R(x, v) for all v ∈ T x M N by the min-max theorem. It follows that −R(x, v) is an upper bound on the smallest eigenvalue of H(x). If R(x, v) assumes a positive value for some argument, then the H(x) cannot be positive definite and the necessary optimality conditions fails to hold.
To obtain a lower bound for α(x), consider the tangent vector v = [Π 1 u . . . Π N u] = [Z 1 u . . . Z N u] for any u ∈ R n such that v = 1. The intuition for this step is that all agents are located at some equilibrium x and that we perturb all of them in the same direction, i.e., towards the consensus manifold. Because all agents move towards the same region of the consensus manifold, it is possible that cohesion is increased whereby V decreases. We calculate the effect this has on the quadratic term in the Taylor expanasion of V , i.e., the term that depends on H(x) = −L(x). The contribution of the linear term is zero due to ∇V = 0 at any equilibrium.
Calculate the Rayleigh quotient,
Hence
It remains to show that tr M(x) ≥ 0.
For the sake of notational convenience, write
Solve ∇ i L = 0 for
Note that λ i is well-defined since M is nonsingular by assumption, which implies ∇ i c 0. Note that tr N i = 1.
The sum in the expression for tr M is positive if every term is positive, i.e., if
with equality only when x i = x j . This relation holds by Assumption 7 on the geometry of M.
D. Almost global asymptotical stability
We are now in a position to combine the previous findings of this section and prove the main result of this paper.
Theorem 9: Let c be a real analytic function that satisfies Assumption 7. The consensus manifold is an AGAS equilibrium set of the gradient descent flow
on the N -fold product of the hypersurface M = {y ∈ R n | c(y) = 0}. Proof: Note that the hypersurface M is an analytic manifold due to c being an analytic function. The system (5) is pointwise convergent since it is a gradient descent flow of an analytic function on a closed, analytic manifold [21] . By Proposition 8, any equilibrium of the system (5) that does not belong to the consensus manifold C is unstable if Assumption 7 holds. The set Q of all equilibria of system (5) that does not belong to C hence has a region of attraction with Riemannian measure zero [20] . Since the system is pointwise convergent, every trajectory converges to an equilibrium. The consensus manifold C attracts all trajectories except those beloning to the region of attraction of Q, a set with Riemannian measure zero. Local asymptotical stability of the consensus manifold follows from Proposition 4.
V. CONVEXITY
A. Convex sets Assumption 7 allows for a geometric interpretation. Recall that by the Jordan-Brouwer separation theorem, a compact hypersurface M separates R n into two connected sets, one interior set which is bounded, K, and one exterior set which is unbounded (K ∪ M) c . The inequality in Assumption 7 implies that K is convex, i.e., that M = ∂K is the boundary of a convex set. To show this, we first need a lemma.
Lemma 10: Let M ⊂ R n be a nonsingular hypersurface given by
where c is C 1 . Take any z ∈ R n . The vector v of shortest length v such that y + v = z for some y ∈ M is parallel to the normal of M given by ∇c(y).
Proof: The Lagrange conditions for optimality in the nonlinear optimization problem Theorem 11: Suppose Assumption 7 holds and that M is a closed manifold, then M is the boundary of a convex set.
Proof: Note that in order for Assumption 7 to hold, since n(y), n(z) 2 ≤ 1, it is necessary that y − z, ∇c(y) and ∆c(y) − n(y), ∇ 2 c(y)n(y) have the same sign. The latter expression only depends on y wherefore the sign of y − z, ∇c(y) cannot vary with z, i.e., either y − z, ∇c(y) ≥ 0 (9) or y − z, ∇c(y) ≤ 0
holds for all z ∈ M at any y ∈ M.
Recall that we have chosen the sign of c such that for all y ∈ M, ∇c(y) points towards the exterior of the two sets separated by M. Let K denote the interior set. Following the negative normal −∇c(y) on a line segment from y through the interior set K, we find another point z ∈ M (otherwise the interior set would be unbounded). Note that y − z is aligned with the normal at y. Hence y − z, ∇c(y) ≥ 0 wherefore we can exclude the case of (10).
By (9) , for each y ∈ M, there is an affine hyperplane through y with normal ∇c(y). This hyperplane divides Since S is an intersection of convex sets, it is convex. We will show that K = S.
Since M ⊂ H(y) for all y ∈ M, it follows that M ⊂ S. Hence K ⊂ S. To show S ⊂ K, suppose by way of contradiction that there is a s ∈ S\K. There is a point y ∈ M which minimizes the Euclidean distance to s. By Lemma 10, this point satisfies s = y + λ∇c(y) for some λ ∈ R. Because s K and ∇c(y) points away from K at y, it must be the case that λ > 0. Then y − s, ∇c(y) = −λ ∇c(y) 2 < 0.
This implies that s H(y) and hence s S, which contradicts the assumption that s ∈ S\K.
B. Strongly convex functions
Conversely, we could assume that c is a convex function on all of R n . However, c being convex does not imply that Assumption 13 holds. A counter example is given by c : R 2 → R : x → x 2 −r 2 , which yields the Kuramoto model on S 1 . Even in high dimensions, it seems difficult to say anything more about Assumption 7 for convex c. Consider the following example:
Example 12: Suppose M is the zero level set of c :
x → x p p − r p for some p ≥ 3, r ∈ (0, ∞), i.e., the n-sphere in the p-norm. Then M is the boundary of a convex set. Calculate,
where diag(x) is the diagonal matrix in R n+1×n+1 with x as diagonal. Note that e 1 = [1 0 . . . 0] ⊤ ∈ M and ∇c(e 1 ) = pe 1 , ∇ 2 c(e 1 ) = p(p − 1)e 1 e ⊤ 1 . It follows that ∆c(e 1 ) − n(e 1 ), ∇ 2 c(e 1 )n(e 1 ) = 0.
As such, Assumption (7) where we also utilized the definition of K. Let ϑ denote the angle between n(y) and n(z). For Assumption (7) we find that n(y), n(z) 2 + y−z,∇c(y) (∆c(y)− n(y),∇ 2 c(y)n(y) ) ∇c(y)
, if α is sufficiently large.
Denote g(ϑ, α) = cos 2 ϑ+ α(1 − cos ϑ). We minimize this expression with respect to θ to find the range of α for which g(ϑ, α) ≥ 1 for all ϑ ∈ [0, π]. Hence ∂g(ϑ,α) ∂ϑ = −2 sin ϑ cos ϑ + α sin θ = 0.
Either sin ϑ = 0 or cos ϑ = α 2 for α ∈ [0, 2]. In the first case cos θ ∈ {−1, 1}, which results in either 1 + 2α ≥ 1 or 1 ≥ 1. The condition on α is α ≥ 0. In the second case
which yields α ≥ 2. Hence we require m((n+1)m−M)
VI. EXAMPLES
Consider two applications of Theorem 9 to consensus seeking systems on the n-sphere and the n-sphere in the p-norm.
The consensus manifold is AGAS on the n-sphere [11] ; the result here replicates that finding. Moreover, we show that C is AGAS on some ellipsoids.
A. Spheres
Let M be the n-sphere with radius r, i.e., the set M = {y ∈ R n | c(y) = 1 2 ( y 2 − r 2 ) = 0}. This c(y) is strongly convex. Consider Assumption 13,
We get where we used the inequality of geometric and arithmetic means. It follows that L = 1/( y z ) 1 2 = 1/r. From (11) we obtain n ≥ 2 which replicates the result of [11] .
B. Ellipsoids
Let M be an ellipsoid, i.e., M = {y ∈ R n | c(y) = 1 2 y, Ay − r 2 = 0}, where A is a positive definite matrix. The dynamics of the consensus seeking system iṡ
The parameters m and M are given by the smallest and largest eigenvalue of A respectively.
The parameter K is given by Consider instead Algorithm 3 on ellipsoids. Then we can have the following, stronger result:
Proposition 15: Algorithm 3 renders the consensus manifold to be AGAS for all connected networks over ellipsoids.
Proof: Let L denote the Cholesky factor of A, i.e., A = LL ⊤ . Introduce z i = L ⊤ y i and calculatė
This is a system where each agent evolve on a sphere of radius r i . Let x i = z i / z i (0) , b ij = ( z i (0) / z j (0) )a ij , whereby we obtain the gradient descent floẇ
on the unit sphere S 2 given by Algorithm 2. The consensus manifold on S 2 is AGAS for n ≥ 2 by the previous example concerning the n-sphere. Inverting the change of variables after calculating lim t→∞ x i (t), it follows that C is AGAS.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper establishes a sufficient condition for almost global convergence of a consensus seeking multi-agent system on hypersurfaces. The hypersurfaces are assumed to be compact, analytic manifolds. The condition only holds if the hypersurface is the boundary of a convex set. We verify that the condition holds on ellipsoids.
